isomorphism). The key ingredient in the proofs of these results is the construction of an appropriate strictly plurisubharmonic function defined on a neighborhood of f(K) in M> which reduces things to the result of Forster and Ramspott. These results are contained in a thesis done at Stanford University, and were announced in [6J. The author would like to thank Professor Halsey Royden for his helpful advice.
REMARKS. For standard terminology and results in several complex variables we refer to the books of Gunning and Rossi [2] and Hδrmander [3] .
2* To construct the desired strictly plurisubharmonic function on M, we need to obtain coordinate systems which are related to each other in a special way. This section will contain the needed results. The main fact used here is that S is a Stain manifold and hence the one-dimensional cohomology of S with coefficients in a coherent analytic sheaf vanishes.
NOTE. (a) All coordinate neighborhoods mentioned in the remainder of this paper are assumed to be polydiscs with compact closure.
(b) A point on a manifold will be identified its with coordinates with respect to a given coordinate system under consideration unless some confusion arises from doing so.
Let S be a Stein manifold, dim S -m, M is a complex manifold, dim M = n, m < n, and let f: S-+M be a holomorphic embedding. By the implicit function theorem, for any pe S, there is a coordinate system (Q t , z) in M near f(p) such that S Π Q z = {q e Q z \ z,{q) = 0, m < j ^ n). In everything below, all coordinate systems in M near f(S) will be assumed to be of this type.
NOTE. Throughout the rest of this section we assume we are given a Stein manifold S, dim c S = m, a complex manifold M, dim c M = n > m, and a holomorphic embedding f: S~+M. We let N f denote the normal bundle of / and we let TS denote the bundle of holomorphic tangent vectors to S.
We now take the first step towards getting a collection of appropriately related coordinate systems. PROPOSITION (Q β , z) and (Q w , w) Let ^ be the collection of all coordinate systems (Q z , ζ) as just obtained. Clearly <g* satisfies the properties stated in the proposition.
There is a collection ^ of coordinate systems (Q β , z) of the above type which cover f(S), is as fine as we like, and satisfies the following property: if
NOTE. From now on we work within the collection ^ of coordinate systems obtained above.
Next we want coordinate systems around f(S) which are related to each other by the Jacobian of the change of coordinates on /(S), up to terms "third order" and higher in the variables z m+ι , -*-,z n . This is done inductively, so we start with an easy special case, and eliminate the details in the general case.
NOTATION. Let N f be the normal bundle of / and let TS be the holomorphic tangent bundle of S; let \>V and τS be the correponding sheaves of holomorphic sections, and let Λ"* be the dual of COCYCLE LEMMA S. Let Λr> ^f*, τS be as above. Associate to each ordered intersection Q u f]Q w the section of (resp. τS (x) ^T* (x) ^r *) given bŷ
fe,z=m+i dw k dWι du r resp.Σ, Σ.
^-4r
Then the collection {A™} (resp. {i?*™}) determines a 1-cocylce on S with respect to the covering {Q z }, with coefficients in (resp. τS (g) ^Γ* (x) ^T*).
Proof.
Step a. Suppose m < k, I ^ n and consider coordinate systems (Q u ,u) , (Q w ,w), and (Q e ,z 
In this notation we of course allow u -w -z etc.
Step B. In each coordinate poly disc Q z we define the functions C = «r -Σli«+i TϊzCXΦΛ. Since 2 4 = 0on /(S) for fc ^ m + 1, it is clear that dζ f /dz 3 -δζ on /(S), so[3ζ r /3^s] = I n , the identity matrix. It is now clear that if the functions ζ r are restricted to a sufficiently small poly disc Q ζ c Q z (whose center is the same as that of Q 2 ), they give a set of coordinates there. Let i^2 be the collection of all coordinate systems {(Q ζ , ζ)}, where the (Q c , ζ) are obtained from the (Q z , z) in ^ as described above. If (Q c , ζ) and (Q ω , (o) are in Ξf lf then we have on f (S) and hence £^2 is a subcollection of ^. Also i^2 is as fine as we like and clearly its coordinate polydiscs cover f(S).
Step C. Now we need only show that if (Q ζ This last equality is obtained after expressing in everything in terms of the basis {d/dz a (g) dz b (x) dz c }. We have now finished the proof. We now clear away higher order terms from the change of coordinates w(z) on Q z Π Q w . The proofs are much the same as in the lemma and Proposition 2.2S above, but the calculations become a bit longer. We will not carry out all the detail.
We have constructed the collection £%. We now assume that we have constructed collections £^_i c ϋ%_ 2 
}) determines a 1-cocycle on S with respect to the covering {QJ, with coefficients in Λ^
Step a. As in Step a of the previous cocycle lemma, we start with the fact that for k 19 , k t > m we have on f(S)
Calculating using the chain rule we get a formula analogous to (S.a), but very much messier to write down, so we don't write it here but refer to it as (G.a).
Step b. Using (G.a) and the fact that our coordinate systems are in ϋ%_!, after calculating with the chain rule we get that Step ^ °^ Proposition 2S.
Step B. Exactly as in
Step B of Proposition 2S we get now coordinate systems (Q ζ We now proceed exactly as in (S.C) and following in Step C of Proposition 2S to conclude the proof.
3* Throughout this section, unless stated to the contrary, we assume we are given complex manifolds S, M, m -dim c S<n = dim c M, S is a Stein manifold, Kc S is compact, and f: S-+ M is a holomorphic embedding.
Having obtained all the special collections of coordinate systems we need in the previous section, we now proceed to construct a strictly pluri-subharmonic function φ λo such that φ^([ -oo f a]) is compact for all a e R and φ λo is defined on a neighborhood of f(K). We will thus have f(K) contained in a Stein submanifold of M. The desired strictly pluri-subharmonic function will be gotten by using a certain strictly pluri-subharmonic function on N ff and transferring it to an open subset of M by means of the maps Δ zw defined below.
NOTE. Sometimes below for clarity we will use the notation p z (z) = p z (z 19 , z n ) to mean the point q on M such that q has coordinates (z lf •••, z n ) with respect to the coordinate system (Q z , z).
Also if we are given a point peQ z with coordinates
denote the point q on f(S) Π Q z such that z t (q) -z t {p) for 1 <£ ΐ ^ m and i(ί) = 0 for m < i g w. Also below we will sometimes implicitly identify a point s e S with /(s) e M, and we will often identify a point peilί with its set of coordinates (z^p), , £»(}>)) with respect to a given system (Q z , z). We now describe some properties of the maps Δ xw . PROPOSITION 3. Let (Q g , z) and (Q w , w) be in ^_ t . To complete the proof we need only show that normal derivatives (i.e. derivatives involving only d/dz a 's with a > m) of order r, with 2 <; r <; t -1, vanish on S. , σ r , such that for all p e f~~ι{T) some m of these sections form a basis for (N*) p 
Then we have

Σ
Above we have written ^(2>α(^α(^))) where, strictly speaking, we mean p(f~ι(Poc(z a (x)))), since p is a function on the zero section SaN f . We will not be so meticulous below and will write things like p(z a (x)) where we mean pif'^Pai^i^)))) or dldz ό {z a (x)) where we mean dldz β {p a {z«(x))).
By Proposition 3 we have 
)T be another neighborhood of f(K x ).
We now need to make some restrictions on the size of the last n -m coordinates in each R a . First we assume that c > 0 is small enough so that if \z 3 (x)\ < c for all m + 1 ^ j ^ n and p a (z a (x)) ef(K^), then x e E. Second, we choose c so small that, in addition to the above property, if \z%x)\ < c for all m -\-1 ^ j ^ n and p α (£*(#)) e jB α Γi £t αι9 then we have p α (z α (x) , , ^ ^(x), α m+1 , , α n ) e Q α Π Q βl whenever I α, I < c for m + 1 ^ i ^ w. Thirdly we choose c small enough so that also if for some α Q , p αo (z α°( x) ) is outside f(K b ) and | zf{x) \ < c for m + 1 ^ i ^ n, then for any other α we have p α (S α (x)) gf (K b2 ). Before going further we remark that the forms a t determine a hermitian metric in N f over f~ι{T) given by (v, w) = Σ<=i ^(^iί^)-Let ||.|| denote the norm determined by this metric. Then there is a constant Lrgl such that for all α, 1/L sup i>w \z"\ ^ ||Σi=m+i^(^/^i)ll = % \z"\ since Q α is compact and there are only finitely Q α 's. 
, a]) is a compact subset of E, then φ~\(-°°, a)) is a Stein manifold.
Proof. See [3] , p. 116.
Using this theorem and the strictly plurisubharmonic function φ λo constructed above, we see that we have now proved the following theorem. THEOREM 
///: S-+Mis a holomorphic embedding and KaS a compact set, then there is an open Stein submanίfold U of M such that f{K) c M.
4* We are now ready to prove our final results. First we need the following lemma. Proof. See [1] , p. 162, Hilfsatz 11.
Our main result now follows easily. Note that Theorem 3 implies that we can extend Proposition 3 to clear away all higher order terms at the same time.
A version of Theorem 3 above is also valid for immersions. To derive this, however, we need the following well-known fact. Proof. This follows easily from the tubular neighborhood theorem for differentiable manifolds, because things can be given the appropriate complex analytic structure since g is a local diffeomorphism and h is an embedding. Proof. By Lemma 4 above there is a complex manifold W, dim c W = dim c M, a holomorphic embedding h: S-* W, and a holomorpoic immersion g: W-*M such that /= g°h. Since g is locally a diffeomorphism, it is easy to see that the normal bundle of h is the same as the normal bundle of /. The conclusion of the theorem now follows easily from Theorem 3.
Our last result involves extending a map (to an equi-dimensional map) which is only assumed to be regular at a point. In general there is no normal bundle to extend things to, so we must use 514 CHESTER C. SEABURY some other object. It turns out that an appropriate extension can be made to a trivial bundle in this case. We first prove, however, the following intermediate lemma. We now proceed to the general case. The proof of the following theorem is contained, in essence, in the proof of the preceding lemma. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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